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I.

Introduction and Scope

This subject may ironically sound past due as far as the most recent controversies
surrounding Clay County government. Indeed, the incident that likely comes to mind involving
utility payments deals with a KCP&L electricity bill in spring of 2017. In May of that year, the
utility company arrived at the Clay County Annex to shut off power. KCP&L claimed to have
not received payment for that location since back in February. Hypothetical explanations include
plain miscommunication, payments being sent to the wrong remit address, overall slowness or
inefficiency of the accounts payable system, or mistakenly overlooked invoices.
Pointing blame today would serve no purpose as the power was never cut off, but the
headline and negative media remain. Strides seem to have been made since then, too, such as
paying utility charges on a County government credit card or “P-Card” issued by UMB. The
checks and balances with a P-Card versus a paper purchase order (PO) are lacking, since the
payment is made first and then auditing as well as appropriate budget application occur
afterwards. Numerous problems can therefore occur when using P-Cards, as this audit will detail.
P-Cards were initially set up for rare travel use, but have since become common across the
County. Nevertheless, the P-Card payment is certainly a faster method of remuneration.
On the topic of the accounts payable efficiency, a more recent example worthy of
mention is the situation with Motorola in the summer of 2019. While Motorola may not be
perceived as a utility per se, late fees from any vendor of the County’s are relevant. In brief, the
Sheriff’s office sought radio tower communications upgrades in 2016 under a payment plan of
three years at $525,201.11 each. The first scheduled due date of 10/1/2017 elapsed and was paid
late in January of 2018. A late fee occurred as a result, but Motorola offered to waive it as long
as the County paid the last two invoices on time. The late fee stayed on invoices received in
2019, though, leading to some confusion as to whether or not it was truly owed.
Moreover, checks sent in 2019 before the 10/1 deadline ended up at the wrong address.
The Treasurer’s check was requested to be sent in inter-office mail to the Finance Department, to
next be mailed. So, the Treasurer voided those checks and instead processed an ACH to pay
Motorola. All the attention led the Treasurer to institute a new policy whereby employees must
come physically to pick up checks and sign for them. Plus, the Treasurer and Auditor suggested
to automatically pay vendors with large invoices by ACH rather than paper check. The
Purchasing Department would need to gather relevant ACH instructions from each vendor first,
however.
Given these ongoing concerns, an audit of County utility payments is in order. Due to
how a plethora of departments Countywide utilize such services, a Review type of Attestation
Engagement makes most sense. Per the Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards
(GAGAS), Reviews do not require management feedback. The Auditor is to provide conclusions
from research, but no opinions or recommendations.
As usual, the background context in Clay County government deserves discussion. The
County is still under a citizen-petitioned State Audit that launched in late 2018. The County
Commission sued the State Auditor after requests for executive session minutes that it considers
privileged and beyond the office’s authority. The State Auditor prevailed on the authority matter,
but her specific subpoena is separately being challenged in court. Consequently, this audit will
seek to not duplicate those subpoenaed items nor overly burden County staff while State Audit
fieldwork continues (as it is at present).

II.

Background and Audit Plan

According to the general ledger Chart of Accounts, there are essentially seven
main categories of utilities. Those are:








210—Telephone
211—Miscellaneous Public Utilities & Refuse Collection
212—Natural Gas
213—Bottled Gas
214—Electricity
215—Water & Sewer, and
218—Cellular Service

Of note, Internet expenses are currently being charged to the 210Telephone grouping. As previously referenced, multiple County departments use
these services. With some eighteen buildings, as cited from the Facilities website
https://www.claycountymo.gov/departments/facilities-mgmt, the utility demand is far
and wide.
Notably, some of these services are centrally managed and not billed to
each individual department. For instance, the Information Technology (IT)
department handles mostly all the County Internet connections. That said, there is
a distinct Judicial Information Services (JIS) for departments in the newer
courthouse of Rooney Justice Center (RJC)—Circuit Court, Circuit Clerk,
Juvenile, Office of Dispute Resolution Services, Public Administrator, Prosecutor,
and Sheriff. Facilities typically takes care of the remaining categories, although
far flung County government areas may pay on their own—such as the Airport,
Highway, and Parks.
Another important distinction of utility payments is their bidding
requirements. Under Clay County Ordinances, Chapter 37—Purchasing, Article
II—Purchasing Procedures, Section 37.22—Purchases of $6,000.00 and over,
typical expenditures of this amount necessitate going to bid for the lowest and
best option available. This coincides with Revised Missouri Statute (RSMo)
50.783. The exception in subsection 37.22(A) and repeated in 37.40(A) is for
utilities, which likely makes sense given the often monopoly of service for such
businesses. When used throughout a far-flung entity such as Clay County
government, though, the risk arises of plausible inefficiencies unimagined long
ago in the days of very basic utilities. Internet and cellular services do still go out
to bid, given their lack of a monopoly. Trash is occasionally treated the same way.
With that context in mind, during this Review we will test three purchase
orders or P-Card invoices of each utility form in 2019—so twenty one total. We
will seek to analyze different providers in each category, when possible. Before
arriving at any conclusions, we will obtain sufficient and appropriate evidence
that renders the confidence necessary for this report and by professional auditing
standards. We will also describe any actions our office takes itself to improve
County processing of utility bills.

III. Audit


210—Telephone

For this utility type we tested three bills from three separate departments—JIS, IT, and
Parks. With JIS, there was only one PO (#19-02685) made out to Unite Private Networks on
5/20/19 in the amount of $37,024.33. It was an annual payment for Internet service at RJC. The
applicable contract under County Ordinance 37.22(A) for this vendor is Resolution 2017-236. It
was not initially listed on the PO, but otherwise we find no issues.
Moving on to IT, we sampled the 2/14/19 P-Card transaction #1009131. There were
some three different vendors with monthly charges in the 210 section on this one batch:
Consolidated Communications (inbound/outbound phone trunks) for $2,130.73, Time Warner
Cable (TWC)/Spectrum (Internet) for $1,915.76, and AT&T (Enhanced-911) for $167.89. The
associated contracts for spending over $6,000, in a 90 day window (37.23), with Consolidated
Communications (Resolution 2016-226) and TWC/Spectrum (Resolution 2016-258) weren’t
identified on the documents. The Consolidated Communications bill listed “taxes and fees”, but
didn’t explicate if those were sales taxes. Also in Clay County Ordinances, Chapter 37—
Purchasing, Article I—General Provisions, Section 37.09—Sales tax,
“The county is exempt from paying all local and state sales taxes or federal excise taxes. ”
Thus, it is conceivable that the County incorrectly paid sales tax on this invoice. With
TWC/Spectrum, local and state sales tax is specifically listed. The Auditor’s office has called
TWC/Spectrum about this matter and they have pledged to credit back the account all sales
taxes for the year. Those sales taxes total to $145.37 a month. It is important to bear in mind
that the responsibility for ensuring no sales taxes on bills ultimately rests with the
requisitioning department and further the Purchasing department (The P-Card Manual says the
same).
On Parks, we selected the second iteration (or “B”) of open PO #19-04509 from
10/7/19 for $151.24. Paid out of the Operations & Maintenance department level (740) of the
Parks Fund (240), CenturyLink offered broadband phone to Eastern Parks along with the Jesse
James Farm and Museum. The invoice unfortunately showed local and state sales taxes plus
federal excise taxes in the amount of $10.07. As with TWC/Spectrum, the Auditor’s office
notified CenturyLink of our sales and excise tax exemptions.
Conclusion: We did not notice any late fees on these highlighted bills. Sales taxes with two
main providers in TWC/Spectrum and CenturyLink, however, are violations of County rules.
Moreover, the plethora of companies in IT’s 210 category alone appears quite inefficient. With
four utilities, add in Unite Private Networks, serving the County for telephone or Internet
under IT’s auspices, one wonders if a better negotiated deal couldn’t be had. After all,
economies of scale and purchasing power reasonably imply bundling or combining with one
sole provider.



211—Miscellaneous Public Utilities & Refuse Collection

With this utility function, we tested invoices from the departments of Facilities,
Highway, and the Airport. For Facilities, we looked at P-Card batch #1001139 on 4/4/19.
It was to Waste Management, formerly Deffenbaugh, and totaling $2,495.33 for trash
service at four locations: Facilities Management, the Detention Center, the Children’s
Justice Center and the Annex. Another $221.08 was for dumpsters at the Airport and
Highway. The contract with Deffenbaugh (now Waste Management) of Resolution 2018389-1 was not cited on the document. Otherwise, we find nothing alarming.
Regarding Highway, we chose PO #19-05849 from 10/15/19. The vendor in this
case was Republic Services for a cost of $816.30. Highway’s location is in Kearney.
There was a late fee of $1.61 past due as of 9/30/19. In addition, the contract of
Resolution 2019-390-1 was not cited on the document. There were no sales taxes,
however.
Finally, for the Airport, we picked P-Card transaction #4017618 on 1/3/19. This
likewise was to Waste Management/Deffenbaugh for $183.03.Similar to the Facilities
payment, Resolutions 2018-389-1 was not cited at all, when it should have been.
Nevertheless, there were neither late fees nor sales taxes.
Conclusion: We encountered our first late fee in these sampled bills, although $1.61 is
hardly material. Sales taxes didn’t appear to be a red flag with refuse collection. In the
third lens of efficiency, the respective contracts for Waste Management/Deffenbaugh
versus Republic Services overlap in service area. The former’s prices are also
considerably lower than Republic’s, so we’re unsure why the latter is even used. We
could speculate due to availability, but it’d be just that—speculation.


212—Natural Gas

There were only three departments with natural gas charges: Facilities, Highway,
and Parks. Starting with Facilities, we found P-Card #1009539 from 3/4/19. Interestingly
enough, all transactions in this account (100-612000-212-000) were P-Card payments.
This particular one was for $1,317.16 to Spire (formerly Missouri Gas Energy or MGE).
The service provided was gas at the main Administration building or older courthouse
during January. No late fees were identified or sales taxes. We did observe a franchise tax
and Infrastructure System Replacement Surcharge (ISRS), but those aren’t avoidable.
There was no contract denoted, but natural gas would fall under the 37.22(A) or 37.40(A)
exception. Typically that exception ordinance is noted, but it wasn’t in this instance.
Transitioning to Highway, there was only one P-Card invoice from 1/3/19. It was
#2207629 for $622.90 and similarly to Spire. Once more as well we saw neither sales
taxes nor late fees. Yet again, though, was the ISRS, but no franchise tax. The 37.22(A)
or 37.40(A) exception was comparably not pointed out either.
Next with Parks, we pulled out PO #19-00029 from 1/7/19. It was to Ferrellgas for
$2,522.79 at four locations: Eastern Parks, Central Service, Crow’s Creek, and Camp Branch.
Right away this logically would seem better placed in 213—Bottled Gas since this company is a
“bottled” propane tank company. Hence, there is a budgeting dilemma of not placing all bottled

gas appropriations in the right line item. As for the invoices themselves, there are no sales taxes
or late fees. The cooperative contract with Ferrellgas of BuyBoard TEC-103-16 is properly
identified.
Conclusion: Sales taxes and late fees weren’t a problem in this category’s testing. As just
mentioned, though, the budgeting conundrum of placing propane expenses in the natural gas
account class is troublesome. Perhaps this was done due to its similar use as other natural gas
vendors of heat for buildings, but it certainly doesn’t quite match the Chart of Accounts (see
attached). Furthermore, it’d be great if the utilities bidding exception is consistently noted when
applied. That approach is more transparent and facilitates faster auditing on our part.
•

213—Bottled Gas

On this utility type, only one department had expenditures in 2019. As a result, we did
not test three invoices but chose only one. Besides, this account reflected just one vendor of
Praxair. That explanation aside, we inspected PO #19-03555 for closer scrutinizing. It was for
welding gas cylinders on 7/1/19 for a total of $60.70. No sales taxes or late fees were charged.
The purchase is under $6,000, but does not likely fall under the utilities exception for bidding.
The cooperative contract of EV2152 was found elsewhere in the general ledger when renting
equipment from Praxair, but wasn’t listed on this PO.
Conclusion: Sales taxes or late fees don’t appear to be a cause of concern with bottled gas
payments. Once again, it’d be nice to have the contract number or exception listed when we have
one and it could become needed—based on expenditure thresholds throughout the year of
exceeding $6,000 in 90 days.


214—Electricity

With electricity, the largest utility expense, we explored invoices from the departments of
Facilities, Parks, and the Airport. Beginning with Facilities, we chose PO #19-00350 on 2/4/19
for $17,408.44. The vendor was Kansas City Power & Light (KCP&L), Evergy today, as was the
case for all payments in this account for the year. Services rendered were electricity at County
locations other than Highway, Parks, and the Airport for the month of January. No sales taxes
were present, only a city of Liberty franchise fee. When adding up the numerous sites and their
respective bills, though, we summed $43.49 in late fee adjustments. The contract exception of
37.40 was clearly marked on the document.
Onto Parks, we selected P-Card #2401139 from 4/4/19. The invoice covering 46 sites
was for $12,109.66 with services from mid-February to mid-March. This time the vendor was
different as Platte Clay Electric Cooperative, probably on account of the location. We noticed no
sales taxes or late fees. The bidding exception was nowhere noted, however.
Then with the Airport, the same vendor of Platte Clay Electric was on P-Card #4018720
from 2/8/19 for a total of $7,186.91. This oddly was the only payment for electricity out of the
Airport’s 214 line amid 2019, as Facilities now covers those bills. There were again no sales

taxes or late fees, but still no notation of the bidding exception. It is worth drawing out at this
juncture, due to the lack of reporting a bidding exception on any P-Card invoice thus far, that
contracted payments previously could not even be made on P-Cards—according to the P-Card
Manual. The Manual was changed this year to accommodate contracted attorney bills.
Conclusion: Here too we found no sales taxes, which is a positive. The P-Cards lacked
identification of the utility bidding exception for a plausible negative. Moreover, late fees were
rather high at $43.49. As far as efficiency, economies of scale, and purchasing power, electric
companies tend to have that aforementioned monopoly of service in distinct geographic areas.
So, that is a moot point for 214.


215—Water & Sewer

The three departments selected for water and sewer were Facilities, Parks, and the
Airport. For Facilities, we picked P-Card invoice #1007537 from 1/2/19. The invoice we
zeroed in on dealt with water service in November of 2018 at 8 County sites in Liberty.
Thereby, the vendor was the City of Liberty as it provides its own water. The total was
$17,487.64. There were no late fees. As for taxes, one location had a $0.87 charge for
“tax,” but not specifically sales tax. As with all P-Card utility payments, the bidding
exception wasn’t put on the paperwork.
Next with Parks, we chose P-Card #2409539 from 3/4/19. The vendor this time
was the City of Smithville for water at 5 Parks sites during January. The total came out to
be $3,392.51. There were “State Fees”, but no sales taxes. There were no late fees, but
there was a “Municipal Online Payments Fee” of $1.25 and a “Convenience Fee” of
$82.74. The utility bidding exception wasn’t present on the documents.
With the Airport, we opted for PO #19-04305 from 8/5/19. The vendor was Clay
County Sanitary & Drain Clean for a total of $325. The service provided was pumping
out the septic tank at the Airport on 7/30/19. As this service is not monopolized, there is a
contract with the vendor of Official Action 2018-407-1. It is accurately noted on the PO
document. There are neither sales taxes nor late fees of any kind.
Conclusion: As comparatively stated before, there are no problems in this category as far
as late fees or sales taxes. The bidding exception wasn’t noted on P-Card invoices, but
was on the sampled PO payment. Efficiency with water and water line sewage doesn’t
look applicable for this utility type.


218—Cellular Service

In the final component of utilities under the Chart of Accounts, there were a wide variety
of departments charged for cellular service. Thus, we selected some departments yet to be
examined by this audit—Public Administrator and the Circuit Clerk. We also looked at IT, as the
largest spender Countywide in this account line. At the onset with the Public Administrator, we
took a gander at PO #19-02606 from 5/13/19 for a total of $343.50. The vendor was Verizon
Wireless for its monthly “Case manager 24/7 emergency/field phones,” as the Public

Administrator oversees a sundry of wards. There were no sales taxes or late fees. The County’s
overriding cooperative contract with Verizon from the National Association of State
Procurement Officials (NASPO) Master Services Contract #1907, however, was not identified.
The Public Administrator did not spend over $6,000 with Verizon in the year, but the County
did.
Next with the Circuit Clerk, we peered at PO #19-06719 from 11/25/19 for $290.14. The
vendor was AT&T Mobility and cell phones as well as tablets coverage were the services
provided. There were no sales taxes or late fees. The national account utilized in this case gave a
discount of $12.40. Yet the cooperative contract of C214056001 was not iterated on the PO.
Lastly with IT, we sampled P-Card batch #1009631 from 3/4/19. The vendor was
Verizon Wireless for a total of $6,810.31. The specific invoice we pulled was for the County’s
cell phone plan in January. There is a separate data plan bill of $4,514.48. Neither had any sales
taxes, only surcharges, nor were there late fees. No contract was noted, though, presumably the
NASPO #1907 referenced above or Official Action 2018-101 for the actual equipment of the
phones—which is GSA (General Services Administration) Federal government contract #GS35F-0119P.
Conclusion: We determined there to be no issues on the sampled invoices as far as late fees or
sales taxes. With both POs and P-Cards this time, however, contracts were not pointed out by
procedure. With respect to efficiency for possible consolidation of vendors, it is curious why we
as a County use both Verizon and AT&T Mobility. This might get back to the split earlier
discussed about IT versus JIS.

IV. Statistical Summary
Of the $119,497.83 total spent on these 21 tested bills, there were only $155.44 in
sales taxes that should not have been paid. These were merely samples, so the total from
all utility bills in 2019 could be significantly higher. Effort needs to be made by all
departments to ensure our vendors adhere to our sales tax exemption. As for late fees, we
counted another $45.10. Those came from POs and not P-Cards. Like we wrote about
before in this audit, vendors can be set up in our accounts payable system to be remitted
via ACH. All that is needed is for the ordering or Purchasing department to obtain those
ACH instructions. Nevertheless, the paper PO system still pays on time when effectively
deployed.
In the vein of efficiency/economies of scale/purchasing power, the potential
savings are only guesses, but could be substantial. Let’s say if consolidation rendered
even a 10% savings, we could view that in terms of the overall utilities expenses. As of
1/7/2020, so less some December payments, year-to-date expenditures in the utility
account class lines are:









210—Telephone
211—Miscellaneous Public Utilities & Refuse Collection
212—Natural Gas
213—Bottled Gas
214—Electricity
215—Water & Sewer, and
218—Cellular Service
Total:

$205,906.76
$109,595.72
$112,602.52
$ 1,861.70
$722,086.04
$319,119.62
$145,749.16
$1,616,921.52

An imagined 10% savings would then be $161,692.15. With a relatively fixed cost like utilities,
we can all agree on pursuing efficiencies whenever possible.

2019 Utility Expenditures
Telephone
Refuse
Natural Gas
Bottled Gas
Electricity
Water & Sewer
Cellular Service

Overall Rating for this Audit

